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polis ancient history encyclopedia - a polis plural poleis was the typical structure of a community in the ancient greek
world a polis consisted of an urban centre often fortified and with a sacred centre built on a natural acropolis or harbour
which controlled a surrounding territory chora of land, greek polis definition facts study com - polis is a term that is used
to describe a tight knit small community of ancient greek citizens who agreed on certain rules and customs usually a polis
was centered on a small town and the, polis definition facts britannica com - greek city state or polis that the city idea
reached its peak originally a devout association of patriarchal clans the polis came to be a small self governing community
of citizens in contrast to the asian empires and nomadic groups elsewhere in the world, quiz worksheet characteristics of
a greek polis - by completing this interactive quiz you can quickly determine how well you studied the related lesson on the
characteristics of a greek polis the, polis ancient greek city states thoughtco - the polis plural poleis also known as a city
state was the ancient greek city state the word politics comes from this greek word in the ancient world the polis was a
nucleus the central urban area that could also have controlled the surrounding countryside, the greek polis article
classical greece khan academy - various ancient greek city states are depicted in bright colors the map shows some of
the many city states and includes the places that various characters from the iliad and the odyssey are supposed to have
come from, what are the main features of a polis science answers com - the early greek city state consisting of a city or
town and its surrounding territory polis is described as city in greek also known in ancient greek as city state it cou ld also
mean citizenship and body of citizens you had to be born in to citizenship by naturalization otherwise you could be shut out
of democracy, what were the characteristics of greek city states - what were the characteristics of greek city states
greek city states have their own customs currencies laws and militaries a citizen of an individual city state is very loyal to his
city state and does not give loyalty to the total nation of all of the city states athens corinth argos
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